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We were treated to a tour of Lamai on Saturday, a
brave thing for any Hare to take on and 40 of us plodded along taking in the amazing vistas, rubbish dumps,
open sewers and a surprisingly long water feature 1.5
km. of it.
Things got under way with the Hares pointing out that
although we would as usual be following paper, we
would also be guided by small HHH signs at the start,
so when the whistle blew a stream of enthusiasts took
to the highway, we were chased along by both Hares
mounted on their trusty steeds with nannying on their
minds.

Having sped past the beach the pack soon found
themselves being bribed with ice cream before
crossing the ring road and leaving the tarmac behind in favour of some greenery, that bit lasted for
less than a kilometre and we had by this time shed
the VIPs and made short work of the few checks on
offer. Next we came to the Lamai river which was
crossed again and again x 15, this continued until
the end of the trail and just on the hour mark most
of the participants were counted in, that is minus
Down Early who had just nipped home for a shower and change of clobber plus the kind hearted
lady stopped and bought a huge water melon for
us.
DFL was DFL and once he was aboard
with his new ebony war club and his pockets filled with tinnies, the circle was called
and judgement given, once again the jury
found in favour of the Hares and so Big Yin
keeps the trophy.

Dog’s Bollocks saw fit to punish a couple of hooligans and Yin
found his arse cooling while the snitch rambled on interminably,
Goes Round Again had his moment on the other side of the
camera to see to it that his chosen few received their punishment and glugged happily. DFL also found himself on the wrong
side of the law when he addressed our Leader Crive from the
Circle by shouting “ Oi “ which earned him chilled nuts.
Returners included Winkle and Forbeskin safely back from the
frozen wastes of Canadia.
We had Tubby Trinket in next to perform her duties as R.A. and
the plucky little Swiss lad, whose name escapes me, emerged
from his Singha shower as “Bankster”, nice one.

Next week sees the same duet of Hares stepping up again to conduct us through the Forrests of Laem Sor, you will no doubt be aware that it’s Songkran next week so bikers take
extra care.
ON ON,
TRASHER

